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We cannot
gift a life,
but we can
save one!
- a Dialysis Centre for the poor

T

his has been our motto in
all our activities. It is so
befitting here, while we see the
hugely successful functioning
of the Rotary Foundation
initiated, Lourdes Hospital
supported Dialysis Centre at
Cancure Santhwanakendram
at Vypeen. Replacement of kidney
is the only real solution for a patient
whose both kidneys have failed. But this
solution eludes most due to many factors
– exorbitant costs, non-availability of
donors - the list starts there. It is nothing
but unimaginable misery for those
hapless patients, as a healthy person
cannot even fathom the hardships of measuring the
quantum of any liquid that he or she can consume in
millilitres and spoonfuls! However, routine dialysis,
upto 3 of them a week, can help these patients live a
near normal life. And as long as they undergo systematic
dialysis, their life gets extended for many more years.
This is exactly where we became instrumental in saving
such precious lives, and being the much needed solace
for their dear ones. God only can gift lives, but we
definitely can save many!
The Rotary Foundation and Clubs have been in the
forefront of providing dialysis machines to many hospitals and clinics across the
country. These hospitals thereafter offer a percentage of their services for charity
and thus help the poor. That is where our centre is one with a difference.
>>> Contd. to Page 04
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Our Foundation has entered in to
a new phase as our most awaited
project Cancure Lourdes Dialysis
Centre officially inaugurated on
the 6th of February 2021. Presently
we have 20 patients enrolled for
dialysis.

Thomas Joseph CA Our another dream project
Cancure
Santhwanakendram
President
Palliative Care Centre also started
its operation on 17 February 2021.
The devastating and unprecedented Second wave of Covid -19
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The last 15 months have been
something extraordinary making us part of history,
wading through the dreadful
pandemic situation and facing
uncertainties looming large
every other day. All focus
shifted to dealing with the
R Madhav Chandran COVID victims and most of
the hospitals stopped allowing
Honorary Secretary
other patients with even
chronic ailments. Worst hit were those under treatment for
various cancer cases as well as the renal patients undergoing
dialysis and related follow-up care. While adhering to all
Government protocols, our staff and volunteers ensured that
none of our patients were denied our services during these
chaotic times. We even offered services to provide medicines
at home for those cancer patients who could not reach out
to pharmacies. When the strict lockdown was imposed in the
month of May with the advent of the 2nd wave of the virus,
our Santhwanakendram project was just launched at Vypeen
with patients filling the beds - at the dialysis centre as well as
at the palliative care centre. It is with a deep sense of pride and
gratitude that I am scripting this, that our facility withstood all
adversities during this time and grew steadily to offer dialysis
services touching maximum capacity and adding 20 regular
patients on our rolls, forcing us to plan an additional shift to
begin soon. Palliative care unit also functioned 24X7 since we
added the first inmate in February and kept on adding more
inmates all these days. We also gave peaceful farewells to 3 of
our inmates in the most graceful manner during these trying
times. I place on record the selfless services rendered by
the entire staff at the centre lead by our GM Mr. Mukundan,
centre-in-charge Ms. Simi and the team of volunteers lead by
Mr. K J Peter - in being there every day, without a single day’s
interruption inspite of even the severe conditions of a triple
lockdown. There were even instances of some of our frontline
staff from Lourdes Hospital testing positive to the virus in
between. However proving true to our faith, the patients who

pandemic has brought the world to a standstill again. We live
in challenging and uncertain times. While it is unpredictable
how events will unfold in the coming weeks and months. Most
of the countries being in lockdown in its second phase too.
Each and every human being is fighting Covid-19 the best
possible way.
We are fortunate enough to be associated with some great
corporate partners in our movement and we hope to build
more as we move along. I express my sincere gratitude to all
of you for the continued support towards our projects which
will benefit the health and well-being of our community in the
years to come. Stay safe and stay healthy!!!!

depended on us were never left in the lurch. And we hope to
continue the same with more zeal in the coming days.
Our cancer screening camps, both with Ernakulam
Government General Hospital and Amrita Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIMS) continue to remain suspended for the past 15
months. As the chance to restart the physical camps at remote
locations looks grim, we are in the process of getting atleast
the ‘Rotary - For Her Care’ Mammogram project revived by
having day-camps as well as individual screening tests for
poor patients done at the AIMS Hospital premises itself. This
way we will be able to use the machinery lying idle due to this
unprecedented situation. Rotary Foundation authorities have
given the approval for this, and with the support from AIMS
we should be able to do this with the coordination of Rotary
Clubs soon.
I am buoyed to tell you that, when the whole world was
grappling with the virus and its after-effects, Cancure
consolidated further by adding more new members to its fold.
More Life Members, Benefactors and Patrons in flocks joined
us during these months seeing the yeomen services rendered
by our Foundation. This supplemented our perennial source of
revenue to sustain our operations seamlessly. Corporates like
UST, MDRT, BigTech, Indigo Paints and many of our members
continue their support on a regular basis. God bless all those
who lend their hands and we pray to see more of such hands
joining us in our pursuit.
It is with great pride that I report to you that even as we faced
all these challenges, we continued to help - in giving hopes to
those who were in distress, helped those who were unable
to see the light at the end of the tunnel and thus became the
reason to save a few of the lives around us — in short, we
continue our efforts unabated, to be of solace to those who
need our soothing hands when needed the most. And, let
us thrive to expand our reach and be ready to enhance our
facilities even further to touch more lives, and thus bring in
abundant blessings for each of us for being the true tools in
His hands.
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“Colon Cancer - Preventable”
Doctor
Speaks

Dr. C. N. Mohanan Nair

Senior Consultant Oncologist
Medical Advisor - Cancure

C

olo-Rectal Cancer(CRC) is the third most common
cancer (1.8 million in 2018) world wide. It is the fourth
most common cause of death from cancer, estimated to be
responsible for 700000 cancer deaths. Over the next 15 years,
the number of CRC cases is expected to increase by 60% to
more than2.2 million. Globally it is one of the cancers whose
incidence is increasing among the younger population( under
50 years). The 5 year survival rate is 90% for CRC diagnosed
at an early stage compared with 13% for those diagnosed at
a later stage. So, If it’s caught in time, the cure rate can be
high, and it’s even better if you can prevent it from happening
entirely which is possible if you just know some basic measures
you need to take.
MAIN CAUSES
Genetics are the cause of 5-10% of all colon cancers, and an
unhealthy diet causes 35% of colon cancers while smoking and
infections cause 30% and 20% accordingly.
Colon cancer can also be influenced by some of the following
factors:
• Not enough fruits and veggies, lack of exercise, sedentary
lifestyle, overweight or obesity, smoking, and alcohol
• Other diseases Inflammatory bowel diseases( Crohn’s
disease and ulcerative colitis) may increase the risk of
colon cancer
What to eat
Based on current evidence, a high fibre diet is important to
reduce bowel cancer risk. Fibre can be divided into 2 types:
insoluble fibre, which creates a bulky stool that can be easily
passed along the bowel; and soluble fibre, which draws in
water to keep the stool soft.
Fibre from cereal and whole grains is an ideal fibre source. The
current guidelines suggest aiming for 30g of fibre per day for
adults, but fewer than 20% of adults meet that target.
It’s not clear how fibre may reduce bowel cancer risk. But,
possible mechanisms include reducing the time it takes food
to pass through the gut (and therefore exposure to potential
carcinogens), or through a beneficial effect on gut bacteria.
Wheat bran is one of the richest fibre sources, and in an
Australian trial in people at high risk of bowel cancer, 25g of
wheat bran reduced precancerous growths. Wheat bran can
be added to cooking, smoothies and your usual cereal.
Once bowel cancer is diagnosed, a high fibre diet has also
been associated with improved survival.
Milk and dairy products are also thought to reduce bowel
cancer risk. The evidence for milk is graded as “probably
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protective” in the current bowel cancer guidelines, with the
benefit increasing with higher amounts.
Oily fish may also have some protective elements. In people
with hereditary conditions, they are prone to developing
lots of precancerous growths (polyps) in the bowel, a daily
supplement of an omega 3 polyunsaturated fatty acid (found
in fish oil) can reduce the polyp growth.
Vegetables and fruits are rich in antioxidants and magnesium,
which reduce the risk of colon cancer significantly. They also
abound in phytochemicals which can help reduce tissue
inflammation and remove cancerous substances from your
body. So if you want to protect yourself from colon cancer,
start eating more fresh veggies and fruits.
What to avoid
It’s best to avoid large quantities of meat. International
cancer authorities affirm there is convincing evidence for a
relationship between high meat intake and bowel cancer. This
includes red meat, derived from mammalian muscle such as
beef, veal, lamb, pork and goat, and processed meat such as
ham, bacon and sausages.
Processed meats have undergone a preservation technique
such as smoking, salting or the addition of chemical
preservatives associated with the production of compounds
that may be carcinogenic.
What else can I do to reduce the risk of bowel cancer?
The key to reducing cancer risk is leading an overall healthy
lifestyle and screening.
Adequate physical activity and avoiding excess fat around the
tummy area is important.
Screening for CRC
Screening can make a serious dent in emerging CRCs. Typically
benign polyps can be present in the colon for a decade before
developing into invasive cancer. If polyps are identified early,
it can be one of the most preventable steps. Several studies
have shown that colonoscopy significantly reduces mortality
from colorectal cancer.
Recommendation for prevention of CRCs
Maintain a healthy body weight
Eat a healthy diet
Physical activity
Stop smoking
No alcohol
Proper care of existing inflammatory diseases in the colon
Proper screening.
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Rotary - For Her Care project to resume
Our mobile mammogram
project that was suspended
due to the Covid - 19
pandemic is being revived
with a new arrangement with
Amrita Hospital, as approved
by the Rotary Foundation.
Though we could not
conduct
any
screening
camps since March 2020, the
equipments and the vehicle
were subjected to routine
maintenance and the driver
and technicians were kept
on our rolls for carrying out
the same. Though all the
hospitals also recorded very limited use
of such screening tests etc during these
lockdown days, we thought of putting to
use our project in some practical ways
rather than letting it idle. Hence a request
was forwarded to Amrita Hospital

authorities to use our equipments for
screening patients at the hospital itself,
as our vehicle is parked there. Instead
of having camps at remote locations,
any poor patient or anyone who wants
to do a screening for breast cancer as

recommended by any
Rotary Club through
Cancure can get an
appointment for free
screening at Amrita
Hospital itself. This
proposal was agreed by
AIMS and also approved
by Rotary Foundation
officials. We will be
starting the operation
of our Mammogram
screening very soon and
Rotary Clubs and those
who are interested in
conducting camps at
AIMS or send patients or participants to
AIMS can get in touch with Cancure to
get their camps arranged. All other terms
and conditions of the screening will be
similar to the earlier arrangement.

>>> Contd. from Page 01

At Cancure, the entire centre is running
for the poor and the needy. Though
Rotary has prescribed a nominal
registration fee of Rs. 350 per dialysis
to be collected against maintenance
charges, in most of the cases, the centre
does not charge anything from patients
who have nothing left with them after
incurring continuous medical expenses
over years. Since 2007, it is with the
power of nobility that we sustain our
operations. Nobility of such good human
beings who found each cause that we
associate with as genuine and gratifying,
that they contribute liberally to keep us
going. Be it the treatment support to
poor cancer patients, the early cancer
detection camps, the running and
maintenance expenses of the mobile
Mammogram project, the construction
of the mammoth Santhwanakendram
building, and now the maintenance and
upkeep of the centre – we found no
dearth of good hearts among individuals

and corporates.
Being a dedicated, stand-alone dialysis
centre, the expenses incurred by
Cancure will be to the tune of over
Rs. 1,300 per dialysis. It could have
been even more, had Lourdes Hospital
not been kind enough to subsidize
the services of paramedical staff and
medicines support provided by them. A
dedicated doctor on duty, maintenance
and housekeeping staff, project
coordinators managing the centre
and also engaged in patient-screening
process, electricity, water – all add to
the expenses incurred by Cancure. Many
of our corporate sponsors and even
the Rotary officials wondered how we
would sustain our service without any
revenue being generated! However, we
were always so confident that there are
enough and more noble hearts around
us to support such a worthy cause. Since
we started our operations, many of our
members pledged continuous support

on a monthly basis. Many corporate
houses too have come forward to join
hands with us in our journey to save
lives. Yes, we cannot gift a life, but we
definitely can save many!
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Opening of

Cancure Lourdes
Dialysis Centre

Inauguration of Santhwanakendram
by Shri. P. Sreeramakrishnan,
Honourable Speaker, Kerala Assembly

T

he Rotary funded Cancure Lourdes
Dialysis Centre was officially
inaugurated on the 6th of February,
2021 by Shri. P. Sreeramakrishnan,
Honourable Speaker, Kerala Assembly

alongwith Rtn. Jose Chacko, Governor
of Rotary District 3201 at the Cancure
Santhwanakendram at Vypeen. The
glittering yet elegant event saw the
presence of Shri. Hibi Eden, Member of

Parliament, Shri. S. Sharma, MLA, Adv.
Anil Kumar, Mayor of Cochin, Fr. Shaiju
Augustine Thoppil, Director of Lourdes
Hospital, Smt. Laila Sebastian, Ward
Member, Rtn. Rajmohan Nair, incoming

Dedication of Cancure Lourdes Dialysis Project by Rtn. Jose Chacko,
Governor, Rotary District 3201

Inauguration of Cancure Lourdes Dialysis Centre
by Shri. P. Sreeramakrishnan, Honourable Speaker, Kerala Assembly

Detailing the functioning of the project by Mr. Madhav Chandran,
Honorary Secretary, Cancure Foundation

Dedication of Ground floor of Santhwanakendram by Mr. Salil Gupta
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Rotary Governor, Rtn. Sai Parameswaran,
President of Rotary Club of Cochin
Technopolis, Rtn. R. Jayasankar, Rotary
Foundation Chair of the District, Dr.
Junaid Rahman, Advisor, Ernakulam
General Hospital, Shri. Salil Gupta and
Smt. Smitha Gupta the sponsor of one
of the floors of Santhwanakendram,
Shri. Dinesh. P. Thampi, Vice President
and Head Kerala, TCS Ltd, Shri. Sunil
Balakrishnan, Chief Value Officer at
UST among others. Though not present
personally, our other two major
sponsors of Santhwanakendram, Shri.
Adeeb Ahamed, MD of Lulu Financial
Group sent his video message while
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Shri. Sanjay Khanna, Executive Director
of BPCL Kochi Refinery sent his emissary
to attend the function. Shri. Navas
Meeran, Chairman, Eastern Condiments
Pvt. Ltd., Shri. E.P George, Novelty
Textiles, and Shri. Sarath Krishnan, MSP
Retail Pvt. Ltd. who were instrumental in
conceiving this project sent their good
wishes in absentia. Many of the Cancure
members, Rotary leaders, well-wishers
and general public attended the event,
strictly adhering to Covid-19 protocols.
Shri. Santhosh M. Sunny, our Life
Member and a member of the MDRT
Foundation, handed over a one-time

grant of $5,000 awarded by MDRT
Foundation to Cancure for its yeomen
services over the years. US Technologies
who is contributing to support our
dialysis project on a monthly basis
and Tata Consultancy Services who
continuously supports our Foundation
over years were felicitated during the
occasion. Our own Members Shri. J Paul
Raj, Ar. Binesh Sukumar, Shri. Benny
Zachariah, Dr C M Radhakrishnan, Dr.
Anil Joseph, Shri. Saji Chandran were
among those who were recognized
for their invaluable contributions in
completion of this project.

Dedication of First Floor of Santhwanakendram by Mr. Shibu
Mohammed, GM, Lulu Forex, on behalf of Mr. Adeeb Ahamed,
Managing Director, Lulu Financial Group

Dedication of Second floor of Santhwanakendram
by Mr. Philly Cherian on behalf Shri. Sanjay Khanna, Executive
Director of BPCL Kochi Refinery

Cheque Presented by Mr Santhosh M Sunny, MDRT Foundation to
Mr Thomas Joseph, President, Cancure Foundation

Handing over of project documents by Rotary Club of Cochin
Technopolis to Mr. Thomas Joseph., President, Cancure Foundation

Memento presented to Mr. Philly Cherian on behalf of Shri. Sanjay
Khanna, Executive Director of BPCL Kochi Refinery

Memento presented to Mrs. Smitha & Mr. Salil Gupta
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Memento presented to Mr. Dinesh. P. Thampi, Vice President & Head Memento presented to Mr. Sunil Balakrishnan, Chief Value Officer, UST
Kerala - Tata Consultancy Services

Memento presented to Dr. Junaid Rahman, Advisor - Ernakulam
General Hospital

Memento presented to Dr. Anil joseph, Structural Consultant & Joint
Secretary of Cancure

Memento presented to Mr. J. Paul Raj, head of
our Construction Committee

Memento presented to Dr. C. M. Radhakrishnan our Medical Advisor
& Donor of Electrical Fittings

Memento presented to Mr. Saji Chandran, our Governing Council
member for ably coordinating the finishing works

Memento presented to Mr. R. Jayasankar, District Rotary Foundation
Chair & special invitee of Cancure Foundation

Updates from Cancure Secretariat Team
Cancure team was strengthened by the addition of Ms. Simi Josy
as centre-in-charge and Ms. Asha Latha as office assistant at the
Cancure Lourdes Dialysis Centre at our Santhwanakendram project.
We would be having more hands joining us soon at the Secretariat
as we plan to introduce additional time shifts at the Centre.

Ms. Simi Josy

Ms Asha Latha
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Selection of dialysis beneficiaries
transparent & accountable

W

hen renowned organisations
like Rotary International, MDRT
Foundation and other corporate groups
repose their faith on Cancure, it is due
to our guiding principle to be of real
help to the genuinely needy and poor
in the society. To ensure this, Cancure
Foundation has always laid down clear
methodology in the selection of its
beneficiaries. Here is a glimpse of the
process which is meticulously managed
by the Project Coordinators to ensure
that the best-in-class resources of our
Dialysis Centre are utilized only for
under-privileged patients.
The first step is when enquiries for
routine dialysis are received by Rotary,
Lourdes Hospital or Cancure are
compiled and the patient’s existing
medical records are collected. These
records are then sent to Lourdes
Hospital for confirmation whether the
patient can be enrolled for our routine/

maintenance dialysis. No emergency
dialysis or patients with complicated
health conditions can be added to our
list.
After receiving first-level confirmation
from Lourdes Hospital, Cancure’s Project
Coordinators swing into action to
conduct the socio-economic evaluation
of the patient. They handle the patient
and his/her family with sensitivity and
empathy, discuss and record the case
background and also conduct house
visits and verify the facts. This step of
house visits is laborious but critical to
ascertain the criteria for qualifying the
patient as a genuine beneficiary.
The details of the qualified beneficiary
with the report from our Project
Coordinators is then submitted to
the Review Committee for their
concurrence. The Review Committee
consists of members from Rotary,
Cancure and Lourdes Hospital. Based on

the approval from Review Committee,
the selected patients are sent for
further tests to Lourdes Hospital prior
to admitting to our Dialysis Centre for
Haemodialysis.
The arrangement between Rotary,
Lourdes and Cancure has prescribed
a nominal registration fee Rs. 350 per
dialysis to be levied as service charges
from each patient. However, based on
the actual financial position of the family,
in most of the cases Cancure leadership
has waived off this fees too, as they are
literally struggling to make both ends
meet. We have even supported some of
the patients to undergo the costly initial
screening tests at Lourdes Hospital!
At the Centre, we welcome each patient
into our modern facility with its latest
equipments and experienced medical
care, and start a ‘life-long’ relationship
with the promise not to ever let the
patient languish without dialysis.

Each request made for help is a call in distress and carefully handled by our Project Coordinators. House visits are
an important part of the evaluation phase and here we have described some of situations encountered and the
background of the patients.
This 48 years old differently-abled
has been undergoing dialysis since
2016, and 3 paid dialysis per week
can devastate anyone. He and his
brother stay at their rented house at
Thammanam in Ernakulam District and
were desperately seeking assistance
to go on. The auto-driver brother who
looks after him is the sole earning
member and the brother’s daughter’s
marriage was also being planned. After
due diligence and considering the
pathetic background, he was enrolled
for dialysis completely free of cost and
infact became our first regular patient
at the Dialysis centre in February 2021.
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This 63 years old diabetic and retired
helmsman on a meagre pension had
started treatment in 2019 and was
undergoing 2 dialysis per week. He
is living in own house in Malipuram,
Ernakulam with his wife, younger son
and his family. Younger son’s contract
employment is the only other source
of income. The family has run up a
total debt of Rs. 10 Lakhs. At present
the patient is recovering from diabetics
-related surgery of the leg and unable
to walk. After examining the case and
considering the financial background,
he was enrolled by levying a registration
fee of Rs. 350/- per dialysis and started
as our third regular patient in February
2021.

The 51 years old had undergone kidney
transplant in 2011 and was reeling under
the burden of loan repayment even
after selling his house. He was staying
at his wife’s house at Edavanakkad
in Ernakulam District along with her
mother and his 2 school-going children.
The family is under severe financial
crisis with his wife’s Kudumbashree
work as their only source of income and
not being able to fund for his 2 dialysis
in a week. After thorough verification
including house visit, he was enrolled
for dialysis completely free of cost and
started his dialysis in February 2021 as
our second regular patient.
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This 72 years old divorcee is living
alone in his own shed-like house at
Vadakkekkara, Paravoor. He has no
source of income and is dependent
on financial assistance from his
younger sister’s pension. He started
his treatment since June 2020 and
presently undergoing 3 dialysis per
week. Post verification of documents
and house visit and considering his
financial background, he was enrolled
by levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and started dialysis in March
2021 as our seventh regular patient.

This 63 years old is living with his
wife and divorced daughter and her 3
children at Puthuvypu , Ernakulam. His
daughter is working in a Petrol bunk and
his wife is working at a fish processing
company as a daily wages worker.
Younger daughter is married. Patient
has debt for house and treatment. He
started his treatment since August 2020
and presently undergoing 2 dialysis
per week. After thorough verification
including house visit, he was enrolled
for dialysis completely free of cost and
started his dialysis in March 2021 as our
tenth regular patient.
This 55 old year old is living with
her husband, son and his family at
Kuzhuppilly Ernakulam. Her daughters
are married. Her son is working with
a private company and his wife is also
working, and their salary is the major
income. She started her treatment
since 2017 and presently undergoing
2 dialysis per week. After examining
the case and considering the financial
background, she was enrolled by levying
a registration fee of Rs. 350/- per dialysis
and started as our thirteenth regular
patient in March 2021.
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The 43 years old mother of two
school-going children is married to
a local pandal work contractor and
staying in their own house at Njarakkal,
Ernakulam. She had started her
treatment since 2020 and with the
pandemic robbing her husband, the
only earning member, of regular work,
the family is struggling to pay for her to
undergo 2 dialysis per week along with
other expenses. After due diligence and
house visit and considering the family’s
financial position, she was enrolled as
our fourth regular patient by levying a
registration fee of Rs. 350/- per dialysis
and started dialysis at the Centre in
February 2021.

This 55 years old widow living with her
son and his family in their own house
at Elamukunnapuzha, Ernakulam had
started treatment since October 2020
and presently undergoing 2 dialysis in
a week. Her son is a daily wage worker
and the only earning member with no
fixed monthly income. The pandemic
situation added to their woes and the
family was unable to afford treatment
expenses for her. After document
verification and house visits and with
due consideration of the family’s
financial position, she was enrolled by
levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and started dialysis as our
fifth regular patient at the Centre in
February 2021.

The 77 years old is living with his wife
in their own house at Elamkunnapuzha,
Ernakulam with both his daughters
are
married and living separately.
His wife’s pension is the only income
for the family and they are finding it
extremely difficult to manage expenses

of his treatment which had started in
2020. After scrutiny and house visit
and based on his financial position, he
was enrolled by levying a registration
fee of Rs. 350/- per dialysis and started
dialysis in March 2021 as the Centre’s
eighth regular patient.

The 47 years old bachelor is
unemployed due to his ill-health and
living with his sister in his own house at
Valapu, Elamkunnapuzha, Ernakulam.
He has started his treatment since 2018
and presently undergoing 3 dialysis per
week. With no source of regular income
other than donations, he was in financial
crisis to pay for his treatment along with
running the household. After scrutiny
of his documents and conducting the
house visit, we decided to enrol him by
levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and he started dialysis as
our sixth regular patient in March 2021.

The 38 years old divorcee is living
with his father, who is working as
security guard at a godown and his
mother in a rented house at South
Malippuram, Ernakulam. He started his
treatment since July 2020 and presently
undergoing 2 dialysis per week. His wife
deserted him because of his ill health.
After document verification and house
visits and with due consideration of
the family’s financial position, he was
enrolled for dialysis completely free of
cost and started his dialysis in April 2021
as our twelfth regular patient.
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The 66 years old blind man is living with
his wife and son at Cherai, Ernakulam.
His son aged 24 have health issues and
not able to work. There are no earning
members in the family. His wife is a
pensioner and receiving Rs.11,250/- in
addition to his senior citizen pension
of Rs.1,500/- . The family has run up
a total debt of Rs. 10 Lakhs for house
construction. He started his treatment
since 2016 and presently undergoing
2 dialysis per week. After thorough
verification including house visit, he
was enrolled for dialysis completely free
of cost and started his dialysis in April
2021 as our fifteenth regular patient.

This 56 years old man from Pizhala,
Ernakulam was a fisherman. He had
started his treatment since 2021
January and presently undergoing 2
dialysis in a week. His daughter and
Son, is a daily wage worker and they
are the only earning member with no
fixed monthly income(especially due
to Covid19 Pandemic). The pandemic
situation makes the family in a crisis and
they were unable to afford treatment
expenses for him. After thorough
verification including house visit, he was
enrolled for dialysis completely free of
cost and started his dialysis in June 2021
as our nineteenth regular patient.
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This 51 years old is living in a house
consist of 9 members with his parents,
wife, son & his family at North
Malippuram, Ernakulam. His son, who
was an auto driver was the source of
income but due to an accident he is
not in a position to work anymore.
Family is running a Petty Shop and there
is no proper fixed Income. His wife
is an arthritis patient. He started his
treatment since 2016 and continuing 2
dialysis per week. At time he is not able
to attend for the second dialysis due
to financial constraints. After thorough
verification including house visit, he
was enrolled for dialysis completely free
of cost and started his dialysis in April
2021 as our sixteenth regular patient.

The 39 years old is living with her
husband and daughter at Malippuram,
Ernakulam. Her husband is a street
vendor of footwear and having no
fixed income and he is the only earning
member of the family. Her daughter is
studying in 4th standard. She started
her treatment since January 2021 and
presently undergoing 3 per week. The
family has run up a total debt of Rs. 8
lakhs for the purchase of house. Her
family is planning to sell the house if
there is any possibility to get the kidney
transplant, as her mother is agreed
to donate her kidney. After scrutiny
of his documents and conducting the
house visit, we decided to enrol her by
levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and he started dialysis as
our seventeenth regular patient in April
2021.

This 59 years old is living with her
Husband, younger son and his family in
a rented house at Elamakkara. Her elder
son and daughter are married and living
separately. She started her treatment
since 2019 and presently undergoing
2 dialysis per week. Her younger son
is a tile worker (Daily wages) and he is
the only earning member of the family.
Her husband is receiving pension of
Rs.1500/-for senior citizen. Family
needs to pay Rs.7500/- house rent per
month and now they have pending rent
since last six month. After thorough
verification including house visit, she
was enrolled for dialysis completely free
of cost and started her dialysis in May
2021 as our eighteenth regular patient.

The 63 years old mother from
Edavanakkad had started her treatment
on 2020 and was undergoing 2 dialysis
per week. She is living in own house
in Edavanakkad, Ernakulam with her
Husband, Son, daughter in law, and
their 3 Kids. Daughter married and
living separately. Her son is running a
Boutique and he is the only earning
member of the family. Her husband
is receiving senior Citizen pension
Rs.1600/- per month. After examining
the case and considering the financial
background, she was enrolled by
levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and started as our twentieth
regular patient in June 2021.
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This 55 years old bachelor is unemployed
due to his ill-health and lives alone at
Vedimara, Paravoor, Ernakulam. Earlier
he was a part time driver and vehicle
broker but now he cannot work due to
his health issues, however, he manages
to earn for his treatment and household
expenses. He has started his treatment
since November 2020 and presently
undergoing 2 dialysis per week.
After scrutiny of his documents and
conducting the house visit, we decided
to enrol him by levying a registration fee
of Rs. 350/- per dialysis and he started
dialysis as our ninth regular patient in
March 2021.

The 61 years old is living with his wife and
younger son at Njarakkal, Ernakulam.
His elder daughter is married. His
son is working as site supervisor in a
private company and which is the only
source of income. The family has run
up a total debt of Rs. 1 Lakh for house
construction and daughter’s marriage.
He started his treatment since August
2020 and presently he is undergoing 2
dialysis per week. After due diligence
and house visit and considering the
family’s financial position, he was
enrolled as our eleventh regular patient
by levying a registration fee of Rs. 350/per dialysis and started dialysis at the
Centre in March 2021.

This 74 years old father is living with
his wife at Mulavukadu, Ernakulam.
His both daughters are married. He
started his treatment since 2017
and presently undergoing 2 dialysis
per week. He receives senior citizen
pension of Rs.1,500/- and which is the
only source of income. The family has
run a debt for daughters marriage and
treatment. After due diligence and
house visit and considering the family’s
financial position, he was enrolled as
the fourteenth patient for dialysis free
of cost and started his dialysis in April
2021.

Santhwanakendram Palliative Care Centre
a world class facility par excellence

O

ur palliative care activities were
always centered around a team of
volunteers lead by Shri. K.J. Peter and
his Jeramiah’s Palliative Care Trust since
2013. Terminally ill and destitute patients
who have nowhere to go after their
treatment at the Ernakulam General
Hospital were taken care of by this team
at the hospital itself. Most of the time
these patients were accommodated in
the verandas and spaces between beds
in the crowded hospital, but bathed and
fed by the volunteers regularly. Cancure
through many of our members has been
supporting this constantly over the years
and wanted to hold this close to our core
activities. Thus germinated the idea of
the “Cancure Santhwanakendram” and
we went ahead with the purchase of the
plot at Vypeen and started construction
of the spacious centre spanning across 3
floors in 2018. Soon after we completed
the setting up of the dialysis centre in the
ground floor of the same building and
started operations there, we made the
Palliative Care Centre functional on 17th
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February 2021 by shifting in 3 terminally
ill patients from the General Hospital.
Presently we have 10 bedridden inmates
and facility to add 30 more. Though it is
sad, but we are glad that in these two
months of our operations we could
gracefully bid farewell to two of our
inmates giving them all the respect and
care in their last moments. The bodies
were properly handed over to the
General Hospital complying to all the
statutory norms.
The Palliative Care Centre is now fully
equipped and with our own Ambulance
readily available round the clock to
transport the inmates to the hospital
in case of any emergency. Ernakulam
Government Hospital is the official
medical partner for the Centre. The
support team consists of 15 staff

members who are well trained and
groomed to take holistic care of the
inmates and available round the clock at
the Centre. In addition to this we have
a Duty Doctor appointed by Cancure to
monitor the patients on a daily basis.
Our Life Member physicians Dr M. K.
Karunakaran, Dr. C. M. Radhakrishnan
and Dr. Junaid Rahman visit the centre on
a regular basis and spend time with the
inmates and the staff. All staff members
and even the inmates at the Centre are
in proper uniforms and the premises are
kept neat and tidy matching any world
class facility. Apart from our own staff at
the center, there are few volunteers who
voluntarily visit the center regularly and
offer their caring services to the inmates.
Cancure Santhwanakendram is now a
true model for any best run Palliative
Care Centre and we strongly urge anyone
who wishes to see the Centre and spend
time with our inmates to visit the facility
during 9.00 am to 05.00 pm on any week
days.
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We Can Cure
from the operations desk
The entire team at Cancure
is proud to be part of the
great projects undertaken
by
the
Foundation,
especially now for renal
& palliative care. Our
much awaited projects Mukundan Mannimmal Cancure Lourdes Dialysis
Centre and the Palliative
General Manager
Care Centre at “Cancure
Santhwanakendram” have become operational since Feb
2021. Currently, we have 20 Patients enrolled for Dialysis after
due diligence with shifts starting from 07.00 am. Completed
more than 500 dialysis at the centre recently.

The second wave of Covid 19 pandemic though forced us to
slowdown the selection process of more eligible patients as
well as other routine activities of the Foundation, this did not
affect the activities at the Cancure centre. We were working
24X7 uninterrupted at both the palliative care and dialysis
centres – a unique achievement indeed. I am really proud
to be with this team, working selflessly, even when some of
them were tested positive for the virus.
In the times of Corona virus, the only thing we can do is to
follow what our government is asking us to follow and be safe.
Like all difficult times, this shall pass too. Let us not lose hope
and pray to God for brighter days ahead.

Duty Doctor at Cancure Santhwanakendram

Dr. N R Ananthakrishnan
Duty Doctor

Dr. N R Ananthakrishnan of Shanthi Hospital,
North Paravur joined the Cancure family
as our Duty Doctor to monitor the Dialysis
Centre as well as our Palliative Care Centre.
He received his appointment order from
the hands of our Life Member and the
much respected physician of Vypeen Dr. M

K Karunakaran. Our esteemed members Dr.
Karunakaran and Dr. C M Radhakrishnan are
two doctors who have taken on themselves
the task of guiding us and our personnel, and
visiting the premises almost on a daily basis.
Dr. Ananthakrishnan will be helped by the
guidance of these two seniors.

Dr M.K. Karunakaran is our Life Member and a very senior
medical practitioner of Cochin. He stays in close proximity
to our centre and is just a call away for any emergencies. All
medical interventions are guided by him and his presence at
our centre is a big plus for both the dialysis centre and the
palliative care facility.
Our Life Member Dr. M.K. Karunakaran visiting our inmates at the centre

New Entrants to Cancure
Life Members

Patron

Benefactor

Mr. K. V Narayanan kutty

Mr. Sharin peethamber

Mr. Jayakumar S

Director, Indigo Paints

CEO
The Carreo International

Managing Director
Ace Finepack Pvt.Ltd
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Donations from
kind hearts - Our
lifeline to go on.....

Mr. Babu Abraham
Kallivayalil

Dr. M.K. Karunakaran

Mr. Chirag.J.Shah

Medicine-Anaesthesiology

Chartered Accountant

Chartered Accountant

Account Name
Account No.
Bank
IFSC

:
:
:
:

Cancure Foundation
05600200000628
Bank of Baroda
BARB0ERNAKU

Click her for making
your donation

2nd Floor, Engineers Tower, Manikkath Cross Road Jn.
Ravipuram, Cochin-16

(All contributions are exempted u/s 80G of Income Tax Act.)
0484-4025821 | Mob: 9846031667, 7025003333/2/5

cancurefoundation

mail:info@cancure.in

www.cancure.in
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